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OIL & GAS LOGISTICS
The oil and gas ministry demands the highest standards in
logistics management. The complexity and scale of the
projects, in some of the world’s most difficult terrains and most
remote locations, require proven expertise and total reliability.
As one of the world’s leading logistics provider, INTIME
FREIGHT has the experience and the infrastructure to fully
support the extreme challenges of the industry, our integrated
services, planning the entire supply chain, are driven by 550
dedicated oil and gas specialists across 50 global locations.

Our core solutions are focused on:
-Supply chain management
-Rig and Maritime Support
-Project Management
-Base-to-Base Logistics
From the deserts of Turkana, INTIME FREIGHT’s proven
solutions and experts teams handle the most demanding of
projects. No two assignments are ever the same, so a strong
project methodology is vital. Our strength lies in modeling
effective operational solutions around these central competencies to ensure that our clients receive the optimal solution
every time. Just as important is our belief in a partnership
approach, ensuring a collaborative working mentality is
created from the initial feasibility studies, through operational
streamlining, to final implementation.
Quality project design is supported by industry-leading
visibility and monitoring information systems, as well as
advanced warehousing and inventory management. Through
our global network you will benefit from the full range of
transport modes:
Sea freight-Flexible solutions through guaranteed space with
leading carriers, real time visibility and monitoring, and an
advanced consolidation capability-as you would expect from a
market leading sea freight provider.
Air freight-Extensive range of international airfreight products
to ensure time-sensitive cargo travels the most cost-effective
way.
Road and Rail- Door-to-Door overland solutions across our
extensive international network, providing the flexibility to
meet your fluctuating operational demands.
Contract Logistics-We have warehousing services available,
supported by the latest technology and a range of value-added
inventory management solutions.

YOUR OIL & GAS LOGISTICS
ADVANTAGES
-Dedicated specialists in key oil and gas locations
-HSE Controlled processes
-Key Account management structure
-Shore-Based support services
-Tailor made industry solutions
-Specialized rig competence centre
-Strategic hub operations with pipe yard management
INTIME FREIGHT’s regional capabilities and resources are
globally integrated to support customers in virtually any
location with:
-Global Supply Chain
-Global Standards and Systems
-Global Resource Pool.
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SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Our core strength is the proven ability to build long-term, valueadding business relationships with energy customers whose
supply chain requirements are especially demanding and complex
By working closely and building a partnership, INTIME FREIGHT
quickly understands the needs of your business. This enables us to
manage the complete supply chain- from planning to operational
phase
We design transportation solutions, assist with the freight budget,
and develop cost-effective supply chain models that leverage the
most complex consolidation opportunities.

Services
-Customs expertise: Regulations, duties, taxes and exemptions
-Expediting to destination: By sea, air and overland
-Freight collection worldwide/cargo consolidation
-Hub Management/control tower rig specialists managing rig
moves from start to finish.
-Knowledgeable, dedicated account management teams
-Material tracking through a specifically designed system for
energy industry
-Purchase order and vendor management

KEY BENEFITS
-Optimization of supply chains
-Dedicated account management with multimodal contactsglobally, regionally and locally
-Increased visibility through the supply chain (end-to-end)
-Greater flexibility to react to situations
-Systematic measurement of KPIs
-Full control of real time status updates via INTIME FREIGHT
Login and oil and gas IT solutions
-Rigorous supplier management process
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RIG & MARITIME
SUPPORT
INTIME FREIGHT offers an extensive state-of-art
support service for the offshore industry.
In addition to our shipping agent role, we hire all types of
offshore vessels, barges and rigging, and helicopters. We
can provide purchasing services and manage the mobilization and de-mobilization of offshore projects.
The departments operating rig & maritime support are
designed to give our clients the best of services. Short
communication lines and 24/7 accessibility will ensure
that all customer needs are satisfied within a short period
of time.

Services
-Chartering of offshore vessels/helicopters
-Coordination of the mob/de-mob of vessels
-Crew management
-Husbandry services
-On/off hire management of equipment and barges
-Procurement
-Ship Agency/ Vessel Clearance

KEY BENEFITS
-Expert staff to ensure maximum efficiency of service and
risk minimization
-Multimodal rig solutions
-Cost and inventory control
-Availability around the clock
-Product knowledge and understanding of specific rig
management service requirements
-All work processes carried out to ISO compliant standards
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
The role of our oil and gas project management specialists is to help our clients succeed. The challenges of large
scale installations, with their complex components, are
met every day by our dedicated teams. Through long
experience, we have built expertise in the most demanding environments, both onshore and offshore, and
successfully completed countless projects around the
globe.
The central philosophy of our project management is to
build projects from the ground up. With careful planning
and close collaboration, we ensure that years of experience can provide benefit at every stage. We treat each
project as unique and will work hard to create the best
possible solution.

Services
-Customs and documentation requirements
-Global logistics planning and forecast feasibility studies
-Multimodal transport recommendations
-Presentations of proposals and alternatives
-Special chartering group
-Stowage, lashing and security planning
-Supervision and execution

KEY BENEFITS
-Specialized staff
-Cost saving through early involvement in project
planning
-Visibility on complex supply chains
-Cost savings through consolidation and shipment
optimization
-Tailored project design around proven processes and
established IT solutions
-Flexibility in assigning experienced project teams to all
necessary geographical areas.
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Services

The right level of support on the ground is crucial to our
clients. They need their products delivered as quickly,
safely and efficiently as possible. To support this, we
manage our own fleet of modern trucks, capable of
transporting a wide range of parts required by the oil and
gas industry. Our fleet are coordinated and guided by our
control tower methodology, allowing us to provide
integrated end-to-end solutions through multimodal
transport coordination. We have experienced operators
in base-to-base transportation and have established
networks in the major oil and gas regions.

Compliance
As a leading supplier in the oil and gas
industry, INTIME FREIGHT is fully
committed to all its compliance obligations. We adhere to both internal and
external codes of practice to ensure that
our services are of the highest standards
and that we are acting as responsible
corporate citizen. Externally, we follow
and enforce local laws and other
international legislation. As a global
organization we ensure that regulations
are followed regardless of the region in
which our employees are operating.
Internally, our code of conduct, policies
and procedures are guided by industry
standards and implemented by a
department solely dedicated to this
activity.

HSE AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE
INTIME FREIGHT treats the health,
safety and environmental (HSE)
concerns of the oil and gas industry with
the utmost respect. We actively pursue
practices to provide a risk-free working
environment for our employees,
business partners and customers. The
standards we uphold and enforce are
defined by the global certifications ISO
9001 and OSHAS 1001. These certifications are held on a local operational
level, to ensure best practices are always
maintained where our customers,
suppliers and staff need them. To make
sure industry standards are upheld
across the whole supply chain, INTIME
FREIGHT implements a strict supplier
management and selection process. A
dedicated department, providing clear
organizational direction and an internal
reporting structure, globally manages
our HSE activities.

-Control tower methodology
-Established networks in major oil and gas regions
-Multimodal integrated solutions
-One-stop shopping for movement of assets and supplies
-Transport of special equipment and offshore containers

KEY BENEFITS
-Comprehensive HSE and compliance processes
-Efficient pricing by concentrating on one provider
-Improved visibility allowing field locations to make
better planning and operational decisions
-Reduced exposure to handling and communication
errors.

INTIME FREIGHT Login & OIL AND GAS IT
SOLUTIONS
With INTIME FREIGHT Login, our visibility and monitoring information management system, customers can track their shipments-through a single web-based
interface. INTIME FREIGHT Login is a single system that links all modes of
transport around the globe, providing our clients with the sort of detailed information they need, in the way they need to see it.
With customized reports and EDI capabilities, INTIME FREIGHT Login can be
personalized to suit the needs of every client and every client and every project,
including own-reference terminology and summary view screens. This access to
near real time data drives significant improvements in productivity and efficiency.
The monitoring capabilities offer enhanced exception monitoring and alerts,
enabling customers to manage their supply chains more effectively.
To complement our industry-leading INTIME FREIGHT Login platform we have
developed a web-based IT Solution customized for the oil and gas industry. The
separate system provides all the benefits of the INTIME FREIGHT Login platform,
with added features to meet the specific needs of the oil and gas industry.
These enhancements include improved monitoring and alerting capabilities at
shipments, order and item level. The system also offers more detailed reporting
and the ability to calculate charges at order level. To ensure flexibility in data entry,
both EDI and manual data entry are available.

KEY BENEFITS
-Cargo receipt/line item checking
-Customized reports
-Dashboard access
-Document upload
-EDI
-Image Upload
-Interactive delivery planner
-Monitoring and alerting
-Order management
-Statistics
-Warehousing.
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